This article describes the experiments we performed during our participation in the HOO Challenge. We present the adaption we made on two systems, mainly designing new grammatical rules and completing a lexicon. We focused our work on some of the most common errors in the corpus: missing punctuation and inaccurate prepositions. Our best experiment achieved a 0.1097 detection score, a 0.0820 recognition score, and a 0.0557 correction score on the test corpus.
Introduction
The number of articles written by non-native English speakers makes it necessary to provide the community with tools that can be helpful in checking and improving the linguistic quality of those articles (Dale and Kilgarriff, 2010) .
The correction of errors made by English as a Second Language (ESL) writers has been addressed in several recent studies. Different kinds of errors are targeted, both concerning closed classes of words such as articles, prepositions, modals or auxiliaries and open classes of words, such as nouns and verbs (Lee and Seneff, 2006; Felice and Pulman, 2008; Gamon et al., 2009; Rozovskaya and Roth, 2011) . In the case of closed classes and commonly confused words, it is possible to cast the problem as an automatic classification task. The goal of the classifier is to predict the most likely candidate from a confusion set in the given context. This requires large training corpora of mostly error-free texts.
Another approach to error correction consists in using manually developed rules to identify and correct erroneous occurrences. This approach has, for instance, been adopted in the open-source LanguageTool proofreading tool 1 (Naber, 2003; Miłkowski, 2010) .
In this paper, we describe our participation to the HOO2011 challenge. We present our systems and the configurations we used while participating in the test stage of the challenge.
Material and methods

Corpus
Over a total amount of 1,264 annotated errors in the training corpus, we noticed that the most common errors are of three types: a missing punctuation (16.6%), a missing determiner (12.7%), and a preposition to be replaced (8.6%). Each other type of errors accounts for less than 5% of all errors in the corpus.
Systems
As the training corpus is only composed of 19 annotated files, we decided not to use machine-learning based approaches. Moreover, as we are non-native English speakers, finding and annotating English errors in scientific papers would have been a hard task.
Language Tool
Our first system consists of an extension of the LanguageTool system, as it has not been developed <rule default="on" id="NEED_TO" name="need to"> <pattern case_sensitive="no" mark_from="1"> <token inflected="yes" postag="NN.*" postag_regexp="yes">need</token> <token postag="IN"><exception>to</exception></token> <token postag="VBG" postag_regexp="yes"/> </pattern> <message>Incorrect use of the preposition '\2' after '\1'. Normally, <suggestion>to <match no="3" postag="VB"/></suggestion> is used.</message> <short>Wrong choice of preposition</short> <example correction="to seek" type="incorrect">I wish to stress the need <marker>of seeking</marker> a positive outcome.</example> <example type="correct">I wish to stress the need to seek a positive outcome</example> </rule> specifically for text written by ESL writers. The system is based on linguistic resources and rules described in XML files that can be easily extended. We modified three resource files to deal with the HOO corpus: the grammar rules used to process the corrections, the compound words lexicon that lists the words that must be written with a dash, and the list of words that require "an" instead of "a" as a determiner, even though they do not begin with a vowel. Figure 1 displays an example of an XML rule which deals with incorrect prepositions after the noun "need".
Commas module
In order to deal specifically with missing commas in figures larger than 1,000, we wrote an independent Python module.
CCAC
The second system 2 we used has been designed to perform both analyses of the quality, and spelling and grammatical correction of survey corpora and web content (Grouin, 2008) . The final objective of this tool was to help indicate whether that noisy data could be used in an NLP chain of treatments to be applied further or not. This system is mainly based on unigrams of words and typographic rules. We adapted this system to English by producing a new lexicon of 19,000 unigrams of words from the Financial Times which we completed with 300 computational terms from the ACL corpus. This lexicon also includes the American version of British words.
2 CCAC: Corpus Certification and Automatic Correction.
Experimental setup
We defined ten configurations based on several combinations of each system's parameters: Run 0: LanguageTool as it is from download; Run 1: LanguageTool with new rules; Run 2: As in run #1 plus commas module; Run 3: Run #0 plus new compounds lexicon; Run 4: Run #1 plus new compounds lexicon; Run 5: Run #4 plus commas module; Run 6: CCAC system; Run 7: CCAC system followed by run #5; Run 8: Run #5 followed by the CCAC system; Run 9: LanguageTool with punctuation correction only plus commas module.
Evaluation and discussion
The evaluation of our pipeline on the test corpus is given in Table 1 . We achieved our best results using the combination of LanguageTool followed by CCAC (run #8); we obtained a 0.1097 detection score, a 0.0833 recognition score, and a 0.0589 correction score, without any bonus (Dale and Kilgarriff, 2011) . The CCAC system used independently did not obtain good results (#6). This system has been designed to process very noisy data using basic correction modules (to add or to remove diacritics, to process geminates, and at last to propose corrections based on the Levenshtein distance). Within the framework of the HOO challenge, the corrections to be made are finer than those of a web corpus.
While on the training data we achieved our best score using LanguageTool only, 3 on the test corpus, the combination of both LanguageTool and CCAC performed best. This demonstrates the complementarity of both tools when applied on a new corpus for which no specific rules had been designed. For the time being, our systems only deal with some types of errors (especially punctuation and prepositions), due to time constraints for developing new resources and tools. Further work is thus needed to process all other kinds of errors. When improving the LanguageTool resources, we manually designed new rules and added new items in the lexicons. In order to improve this process, it would be interesting to automatically extract rules and missing words from the annotated corpus in order to reduce human intervention.
